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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

New Broadcasting House, London, 6 December 2011 

 

 

Present 

Alison Hastings   Chair 

Christine Fanthome  Chair, London  

Wendy Andrews  Chair, East  

Jill Hogan   Chair, South East  

Stuart Paterson   Chair, West  

Bruce Thomas   Chair, North West  

Thelma Holland   Chair, South West  

Katie Sorrell   representing South RAC  

Hannah Eyres   Chair, North East & Cumbria  

Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 

Steve Marshall   Chair, Yorks & Lincs 

Ian Palmer   Chair, Yorkshire  

Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 

 

Trust Unit 

Louise Hall   Head of Governance & Accountability England 

Lydia Thomas   Accountability Adviser, England  

Geoff Prout   Public Accountability Manager East, South East, London 

Russell Thomas   Accountability Assistant, England 

 

BBC 

David Holdsworth   Controller English Regions (item 2 only) 
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1.  Apologies and announcements 

The Trustee welcomed Katie Sorrell, representing South RAC, and Controller English Regions.  

There were no apologies. 

 

2. Reports: Controller English Regions 

Controller English Regions highlighted recent coverage of the economy by the English regions 

and welcomed feedback from members. Local Radio and regional television in England would 

broadcast a series of coordinated reports about the current economic crisis the following 

week, with three main themes: the rate of inflation and the pressure on household finances; 

levels of unemployment; and how the retail sector fares in the run up to Christmas.  The 

previous week Radio Sheffield and Three Counties Radio had mounted a simulcast on the 

economy. It was a challenge to explain economic terms and concepts, such as inflation, to a 

general audience. 

Members noted an increase in stories about the economy in regional news bulletins and wider 

BBC coverage. The Trustee asked members to alert RAC members to the forthcoming season 

of programmes in the English regions about the economy. 

On Delivering Quality First, Controller English Regions noted a genuine public conversation 

taking place about the BBC’s role in, for example, holding to account those in authority.  

Except for a few local newspapers, there was no one other than the BBC fulfilling this function 

in the English regions. 

Controller English Regions had asked an independent consultant to carry out an efficiency 

study of BBC Local Radio. Members asked about the appointment criteria and the stations to 

be visited.  Controller English Regions said he felt an outside perspective would be invaluable.  

The nine stations to be included – Cumbria, Merseyside, Tees, Manchester, Shropshire, 

Nottingham, Oxford, Essex and Sussex & Surrey – had been chosen as a representative sample. 

He was confident that the report would vindicate English Local Radio’s value for money. 

The Trustee noted that the viewing figures for the 1830 regional news programmes were 

down compared with the previous year’s figures.   

Controller English Regions said that coverage of last year’s severe winter weather had led to an 

increase in viewing figures at the end of 2010.  There had been no similar bad weather this year 

and the viewing figures reflected this.  The regional lunchtime bulletins were losing viewers and 

there might be demographic reasons for this.  The current priority was the 2230 bulletin.   

A member asked whether some of the 2230 bulletins were recorded. Controller English 

Regions said that the bulletins were never recorded, but items within them sometimes were.  

Some weather forecasts within the bulletin were now live. 

A member noted that a recent edition of Any Questions on Radio Four had been simulcast on 

BBC Three Counties Radio and a local community radio station. Controller English Regions 

hoped to collaborate further with Radio Four and community radio stations because it helped 

build links with hard to reach parts of the community. 
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A member noted a recent finding by the BBC Trust’s Editorial Standards Committee about an 

item on The One Show concerning Dale Farm in Essex. The member compared this with the 

coverage by Look East, which had used its local expertise to good effect in reporting of the 

story.  

Delivering Quality First 

The Trustee opened discussion about aspects of Delivering Quality First (DQF) directly relevant 

to the English regions.   

The proposal that Inside Out be produced by larger regions was discussed. Controller English 

Regions said that audience reaction might vary between regions. An alternative savings option 

for Inside Out could be to reduce the number of editions from 18 to nine but, with fewer 

programmes, Inside Out may lose its network impact. RAC feedback suggested people 

preferred the ‘hard’ stories in Inside Out to the ‘softer’ ones.  

Members clearly distinguished between finding out about stories from other regions and not 

losing their own local coverage.  Controller English Regions noted what had happened when 

ITV had changed its regional current affairs programmes. Based on ITV’s experience, a member 

was concerned that, if the proposals for Inside Out were implemented, they would lead to the 

end of regional current affairs in England. 

Head of Governance & Accountability England noted that the proposal to increase the number 

of UK-wide showings of original content produced in the nations made no mention of content 

produced in the English regions. Controller English Regions said the Inside Out England slot was 

available to do this.  

The relative lack of references to England in the DQF consultation compared to the other 

nations was noted.  A member noted concerns voiced by the other nations at the October 

Joint Councils Conference about the future of BBC Local Radio in England; and hoped these 

concerns would be reflected in the other nations’ submissions on DQF. 

Turning to BBC Local Radio, the Trustee said the over-riding question was what strategy the 

BBC would like to deliver to local and regional audiences. Members commented that, from the 

‘market failure’ perspective cuts in local speech radio, which no other broadcaster was 

providing, were questionable; shared regional programmes  would prevent local people holding 

local politicians to account; that local charities and other ‘good causes’ tended to appear on the 

afternoon programmes, and the proposed changes may reduce their presence in the output; 

there was a question about Radio Four’s budget being protected and why the BBC was not 

rationalising the number of its services.  One member said that the BBC Local Radio issue had 

gathered momentum as the public and MPs had realised the implications for local services. 

A member asked whether there would be a Public Value Test by the Trust. This would depend 

upon the Trust’s judgement on the significance of the DQF proposals following the public 

consultation.  
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Head of Governance & Accountability England highlighted the proposal to end Medium Wave 

broadcasts. Controller English Regions said he was less concerned about this proposal. 

3. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

The action points were completed.  No action was required for other items carried over at 

this time.  

The minutes of the meeting on 11 October 2011 had been provided to members.  Under item 

6.1 Digital Switchover, Chair East Midlands noted that members of East Midlands RAC had 

experienced technical problems similar to those reported by members of the East RAC and 

West Midlands RAC.  

 

Under item 2.2 Matters Arising, Chair West Midlands noted that members of the West 

Midlands RAC had raised concerns about coverage of the riots similar to those raised by 

members of the South West RAC. 

 

Under Burning Issues, two members requested further clarification about the future role of 

RACs.  The Trustee said that if any changes were to be made an announcement would be 

made to Trust Unit staff in the first instance and members of Audience Council England would 

then be informed. 

 

The Trustee raised the issue of RAC members giving interviews in the wider media.  Members 

were entitled to do so as private individuals but if they wished to represent the views of 

audience council members they must first consult the Trust Unit via the Public Accountability 

Managers. 

 

The Trustee reminded members about future guests for the February 2012 meeting which 

would be held in Birmingham. Director BBC Sport would join the dinner and Director BBC 

Future Media would attend the meeting. 

 

Head of Governance & Accountability England gave a description of the ACE working party on 

the Trust’s revised Syndication Policy consultation.  

 

Items carried over: no action was required 

 

4 England Matters 

4.1 RAC November Workshop Discussions: Feedback 

Members noted a number of matters. One member said the BBC’s digital radio stations were 

seen as superfluous by many of her RAC members.   Another member said his RAC thought 

the BBC should not be paying to have its programmes shown by Sky Television.  The Trustee 

said the latter point was not within the BBC’s control.  
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The cost of sports rights had been raised, although many thought it important that the BBC 

continued to cover a wide range of sports, including minority sports. A member said her RAC 

tended to differentiate between football and minority sports and suggested the BBC imposed a 

cap on the amount it was willing to pay for sports rights.   The forthcoming Olympic Games 

would create a degree of expertise in covering minority sports that the BBC should try to build 

upon. There had been a mixed response from the RACs about the proposal to continue 

investing in DAB. Further detail would be sought from the Public Accountability Managers.   

 

A member said her RAC were very concerned that, under the proposals, regional television 

services would not be available on BBC One HD.   There was a danger that audiences for 

these programmes might fall as a result. 

 

A member said some people had found the Trust consultation difficult to understand. Another 

said the phrasing of the questions made it difficult to submit counter arguments. It was noted 

that some RAC members had expressed concern at talent costs.  Another member said there 

was scope for making further savings to the Radio 2 budget as an alternative to those proposed 

for BBC Local Radio in England.  

 

One member said some had questioned whether the BBC should continue to fund the BBC 

Asian Network. The Trustee explained that the current service licence review of the BBC 

Asian Network would only seek to assess how well the service was fulfilling its remit, not 

whether it was something the BBC could afford to provide. 

 

The proposals affecting the Red Button were mentioned by a minority of RAC members, 

although concerns were expressed in eight regions about the potential reduction in sports 

viewing options.  

 

The Trustee suggested that the ACE submission ought to concentrate on three main points but 

that it should also capture other elements.  A draft would be circulated to ACE members for 

further comments.  The Trustee thanked ACE members and the RACs for the work they had 

put into the consultation. 

 

5. Programme & Service Review 

        5.1 BBC Asian Network: ACE submission 

Chair Yorkshire summarised the findings of the ACE working party on the BBC Asian Network 

Service Review, which he had chaired.  He noted the main conclusions and explained that a 

major issue had been distribution and the fact that many listeners did not have DAB, 

particularly in cars. The Trustee invited comments and noted that the final document would be 

a joint submission from the four nations Audience Councils.  

 

Members approved the ACE submission.  

 

5.2 BBC Local Radio: ACE submission 
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Head of Governance & Accountability England gave a summary of the document and highlighted 

a concern raised by those attending the London event that, under proposed budget savings, the 

capital city would no longer have its own dedicated service. A member thought it important 

that the ACE submission gave a clear message.  Another member thought that great care 

should be taken to explain the context and degree to which people thought it acceptable for 

BBC Local Radio stations to share content. 

 

The Trustee invited members to provide feedback on the draft submission. 

 

6. Audience Councils Day, January 2012: ACE audience priorities 

Head of Governance & Accountability England referred members to the tabled document. The 

Trust Unit would like to have shared priorities among the four nations.  Head of Governance 

and Accountability England invited members to give their views. 

 

A member suggested that the second bullet point ought to include the word ‘local’, and that 

the word ‘diverse’ be replaced by ‘distinctive’. A member said underlining the size of the 

population was important.  Head of Governance & Accountability England said her aim was to 

emphasise the point that England could not be regarded as a single entity. 

 

7. Burning Issues (Purposes/Matters of trust) Any other business  

There were no Burning Issues. 

 

Under any other business, a member requested that the ACE submission on Delivering Quality 

First include statistics on the size and extent of the audience engagement by RACs.   

 

A member had received some calls and messages from people who thought remarks made by 

Jeremy Clarkson about public sector strikes on The One Show were unacceptable. Another 

member asked whether there was any truth in reports that the remarks had been rehearsed 

with production staff in advance of the broadcast. 

 

The Trustee summarised the BBC’s response and noted that, in line with a key 

recommendation of the Trust’s Governance Review, the BBC had apologised quickly.  It was 

not clear at this stage whether the remarks had been rehearsed. 

 

The Trustee paid tribute to the Head of Governance & Accountability England on her 

retirement.   A short presentation was made. 

 

The meeting closed. 

 

Details of next meeting: 

Date: Tuesday 7 February 2012 

Venue: The Mailbox, Birmingham 


